
05153: "finishing to set up the main structure of my mountain cube installation

and feeling freer to walk visiting myrthe's colleague in the belluno alps talking

a small walk there and also walking with my sister's family the old railroad

towards arsiero always with the kids unable to do such great distances and later

traveling back to holland stopping in southern germany at florian's taking a

longer walk with him there in the black forest before returning to culemborg and

just walking with the kids to the river and the chicken zoo"

12212:  "checking  the  news  from  the  netherlands  with  now  more  access  to  the

internet yet having to scavenge quite a lot the political and gossip like news to

read about casualties particularly in third world countries"

14155: "ideas recorded while pretty steady in the netherlands looking after little

livia on our way back to italy and mostly fantasizing with her staying in our

dutch town with occasional visits to relatives and also in the end with august

visiting us"

04140: "returning to the netherlands getting back to my life there as a full time

father feeling rather happy despite the bad weather and silvester sleeping too

little and yet managing quite well with two small kids now also being able to get

them  both  on  the  bike  but  also  feeling  frustrated  at  times  about  myrthe's

difficulties with her work affecting the time i could spend developing my project"

01200: "a month spent still partly in the mountains finishing off the building of

the structure of my museum there and then cleaning up but also starting to spend

more days with my family until at last leaving to go back to holland and there

recovering my more motherly tasks like cooking and taking care of the children but

also working to improve the shed where i am planning to produce the time capsules

for the museum"

10161: "an old german lady met selling apples in nurimberg telling us about the

awful allies bombing there and then meeting people from our dutch street like the

son of a sporty neighbour and his sudanese refugee friend but also an half blind

and highly talented chilenian woman relative of another political refugee and then

in utrecht with myrthe talking to the guy picking trash by the river and also

meeting a drug addict wanting to see little livia as well as an invalid dj and

later meeting an art professor from our town"

12213: "a month going regularly though the news as the first thing in the morning

finding an exceptional amount of floods killing hundreds both in the middle east

and africa but also characterized with human provoked accidents like building

collapses and militia attacks"

09138: "walking with the kids back in the netherlands and finding it hard to

record my thoughts having to entertain them but at last having livia starting

primary school and getting more time to think through my thoughts taking little



silvester for strolls"

06188: "in the mountains still doing quite some physical work like cutting down

trees to build a fence by the barn and taking walks with my kids awaiting for my

building permit until at last getting the permit and moving alone huge rocks from

the near forest to prepare the foundation and then doing quite some digging of

gravel to fill it up but not doing so much anaerobic work when actually setting up

the structure"

15137: "a month breathing bad air mostly when welding both in the mountains to

finish off the structure of my museum there as well as back in holland doing some

work to keep up with the building of the museum textures and cutting metal as well

as mixing cement breathing some bad air despite wearing a mask but generally

breathing  good  air  taking  walks  only  finding  some  traffic  when  going  to  the

industrial part of town to the hardware store"

03142: "slowly getting out of the lockdown in our dutch village spending the whole

time with my girlfriend and kids singing to them but also hear song from the

oldest livia and play with them also quite some songs my grandmother used to sing

to me to at last travel through germany in the direction of italy after a whole

year without going there and listening to the songs from the old movies played by

livia's  ipad  as  well  as  the  dutch  children  songs  sang  by  myrthe  to  little

silvester to pacify him"

08130: "a fable written mostly while in the mountains inspired by a huge asian

wasp  i  had  to  deal  with  there  and  turning  her  into  a  criminal  in  need  of

escalating her murders by sucking the actual blood of stripped prisoners like her"

02179: "quite some dreams related to my stay in the mountains and the work to

build the structure of my museum there with a few nightmares related to my fear of

falling and then making it back to holland slowly shifting also my dream landscape

and  getting  quite  affected  by  all  the  documentaries  and  stories  read  in  the

evening with little silvester now allowing me a little bit longer sleep"

10162: "talking to several holland based artists exhibiting their work in a small

village and then still meeting people walking across utrecht with little livia and

especially getting the help from an american woman who took pity of me in a time

livia was crying really hard and other than that also meeting people on the road

helping those in need"

16154: "experiencing quite a bad weather in the netherlands with rain and wind to

begin with and then a more stable yet cold and humid beginning of the autumn

suddenly followed by quite a heat wave to the point i even got a sunstroke"

05154: "a month in the netherlands with not the best weather and also stopping the

car to save some money being then confined in our dutch town walking a lot with



the kids and trying to vary our excursion based on the limited options going to

one or another park or to the river and also along the dike but never for too long

with the kids getting tired and once also trying to walk with them down the river

but at last having to carry them both back and only in one occasion going to

utrecht with the family and walking across it"


